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About This Video

Free to Play is a feature-length documentary that follows three professional gamers from around the world as they compete for a
million dollar prize in the first Dota 2 International Tournament. In recent years, e-sports has surged in popularity to become
one of the most widely-practiced forms of competitive sport today. A million dollar tournament changed the landscape of the

gaming world and for those elite players at the top of their craft, nothing would ever be the same again. Produced by Valve, the
film documents the challenges and sacrifices required of players to compete at the highest level.

When you add Free To Play to your library, you will receive both the original downloadable version along with the streaming
version.
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Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(3GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Running Time: 76 minutes
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Traditional Chinese,Ukrainian,Greek,Japanese,Romanian,Thai,Turkish,Dan
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looks better, the darker story makes the game more interesting, and overall better mechanics!. Probably heavily biased because I
love DotA, but it's well made and does a good job of humanizing the players, the game, and the fans. It's worth a watch
regardless of whether you play DotA, watch DotA, or even if you've never even heard of DotA.. One of my favourites !. I have
been following this for a while and.. What I find actually quite fascinating is the fact that this "product" actually gets WORSE
again and again it is being worked on.
Then it changed name and furtherly uses the early access excuse.
While it might one day actually release, it will never, ever be passable. There is something wrong with every single aspect of it.

*** UPDATE! ***

Since apparently the new patch invalidates my old review, here's a new one. Note how it is, just like the game, basically
identical. See you at full release when I go over it one last time. :)

*** UPDATE 2 ***

Here's some gameplay from the release. Starting to look passable isn't it..

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1PGfDy6K_s0. its a good game, but i wish there would be more rooms and more updates,
because im just doing the same thing all over again.. I play it sometimes when i have nothing better to do. It's pretty good.
Check it out. There's a nice 24\/7 2fort server.. It is a spinoff of asteroids with some new play modes and multiplayer added. I
don't recommend this game simply because it feels unfinished. I would expect an indie game to be a little unpolished, but this
one is too much so. The developers have a great thing going and I could see this being very fun if they just finished making it.

For example, asteroid defense gives you limited shots, but does not display that anywhere, the "asteroids" are just squares with
no curvature at all. Race mode does not show what lap the player is on. I had a little trouble even figuring out what the track
was.

The game is lacking some basic animation as well. Unlike the Asteroids game we know and love, the asteroids do not break
apart or even appear to explode. They literally just disappear when hit. Not even a few pixel dots scatter.

So overall I found it disappointing to say the least. An otherwise great and probably well-selling game fell short due to some lazy
programming. I would say to the creators to pick it back up and just focus on user experience. Everything else is there.
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Relatively good and refreshingly short JRPG, in which your hero, just revived from death at the hands of a gruesome demon,
must set out on a quest to save his fianc\u00e9e from the selfsame demon. The game is easy to play and suitable for beginners in
this genre, combat system is pretty straightforward and there is almost no grinding (unless you really want to buy that house that
you absolutely don\u2019t need for 10,000 bucks), and the environment is varied and richly decorated, pleasing to look at. On
the downside, the story is pretty much cut short and there are no achievements. But overall, I was satisfied with this game and
can recommend it to JRPG collectors.. A good but a bit unfiniehed one. I like this loco and the cars are great as well! My only
complaint is the sound, but only in certain camera views. Let me try to explain. In the cab, the sounds are great! In helicopter
view 1, however, I can't hear the prime mover at all when my camera is up close and facing the front of the loco or when I'm in
a broadside view of the loco. I CAN hear the bell, horn and track sounds just fine, though. Now, if I move the camera to the
rear of the loco, the primer mover sound really booms in nicely, but pan to the middle (broadside) or front and the sound
vanishes completely! I generally don't have issues like this with my other locos, so I'm thinking the problem is with this loco?
Hopefully, someone will look into this and correct. Someday I hope to learn how to adjust these things myself, but it would be
nice to not have do it (it should be released with these problems already ironed out). One other sound complaint is I think the
bell is much too loud in the cab, but it's fine outside. Otherwise, the texturing is very good and so is the physics. The cabview is
nice and overall, the loco is really a joy to run! In spite of the minor sound issues, it's definitely worth a $20 bill and the new
Amfleet coaches and dome car is icing on the cake! I predict this DLC will be used a lot by scenario makers, and in fact, two or
three have already jumped on the wagon!. Smithy, great game. Needs multiplayer, This game is great but it could be much
more. It has a lot of potential, with the battle royale genre exploding, this game seems like a no brainer to ad a battle royale
mode to.. You have to realize it is announced to be released in one year!
Otherwise the game is solid and a few hours can be invested into exploring the game, skills, crafting, story etc.

If you want a smooth gaming experience wait a little. Loading screens and buggs still appear regularly, but nonetheless i had a
lot of fun until i reached the end of their content and the current "endgame".
Pretty fun still fighting trough short zones with mods to make the monsters stronger.

And wanting to know if 30\u20ac is worth it? If you want to support the devs and play NOW, then yes.

Looking forward to the finished game :D. White Haven Mysteries was the first HOG that I've played here on Steam, and also the
first game that I've ever tried to review. Gosh, looking back to those couple of sentences that I scribbled and called as a review, I got
embarrassed. I decided to run the game for a second time after a year - it's not that lengthy of a game anyhow - and write an
appropriate review. I remember getting startled the first time that I've run the game, watching its eerie loading screen. I wondered if
I've misread the description and bought myself a horror adventure instead of a HOG. Nope, this is a HOG nonetheless, and also a
brief horror story.

Our protagonist is a young woman who finds herself in front of an abandoned Asylum called White Haven at the middle of the
night. That's about it, that's all we know about our "Jane Doe". She doesn't remember anything. A little girl greets us at the front
gate and invites us in for the doctor who would know what to do. As we step into the old building, the girl flees away and leaves us
with a somehow distorted reality. Suddenly, a creepy voice that belongs to a young man echoes, calling us "his rats". Creeped out
yet? I know I was.

Graphics and animations are fairly good within the genre. Background art works are cleverly designed to establish a unique
atmosphere of "something's quite not right", and boy, do they manage to do so! The music is annoyingly creepy and background
noises such as whispers, cackles and buzzing are always there to play you like a string. The atmosphere is the strongest feature of
the game, creating the tension and thrill of the unknown successfully.

HOG scenes are usually quite alright. Nothing is too hard to notice, and items are always clearly displayed. But there are certain
phases of the game when our character becomes "a bit off her head", then even HOGs turn into nightmares. Those games, I
wouldn't ask for my worst enemy! Puzzles and mini games are not often, but the ones that we encounter are quite good. There was
one puzzle near the end of the game, asking for us to arrange moon's phases in order as observed from earth. Quite neat, huh? Oh,
fair warning: there is no map to track but the game tells you when there is nothing left to solve in an area that you are standing in,
so backtracking isn't much of an issue.

I should say that I admire the effort put into making this game. It gives you a 3-4 hours of a HOG and a thrill that drives you
insane alongside your main character. Does the ending worth it? Oh, I wouldn't know. It satisfied me enough, but I believe there
would be people who'd call it a good story cut short. Maybe. We are used to unsatisfactory endings in this genre, so comparatively,
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it was great. Sadly, this is not the Collector's Edition, which would have a more complete story consistency, probably.

It might be important to mention that the game hails from Gogii Games, and their games are always either A+ or a big F. There is
no in between. White Haven Mysteries was an A+ on effort, atmosphere, narration and HOG gameplay. Pick it on sale and have a
few hours of HOG + psychosis thriller that you'd wish be longer.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!

And also Lady Storyteller's HOG Gems here - for casual games and HOGs you may enjoy!. The game got a thumbs up but not
necessarily an "enthusiastic" one. Reason being this is basically the first game rehashed into 2 campaigns and limited to those 2
campaigns, meaning no freeplay or choice of other races on a play-through. Besides those facts, I don't feel there is enough new
here to warrant a 2nd generation name. The campaigns should have been DLCs to the first game.

With that aside, I found the first game enjoyable and I have nearly completed the Succubus campaign and have found this as
enjoyable as the first game....again as they are pretty much the same. The story's are simple but interesting enough and the story
missions are challenging without being brutal. The units are varied enough to not get boring, both yours and the enemies.

All in all, it still gets a thumbs up. I will probably not rush off to buy AOF3 though, and when I do get it, I really hope the base
game progresses enough to warrant a new generation name rather than more of the same that you would expect in a DLC.. Yeah,
its true, this is essentially a turn-based version of Nuclear Throne. But wait, before you dismiss it, understand that it is really
well done, and definately has earned its place in competing with NT. While I love Nuclear Throne, this title may actually get
more of my time because IMhumbleO anytime you add turn-based mechanics, things get better.

I said I would only boot it up to check it out, but four hours flew by - that rarely happens to me. Dissertation work was put on
hold for this mother******.

Pros:
+Butter smooth gameplay with either a mouse\/keyboard or from the couch with a controller. You can play as fast or slow as
you want.
+Artwork is pretty great
+Utterly addictive one-more-run kind of coffee-break game here.
+Unlockables such as a bestiary and new playable characters that have different stats (not just skins).
+Daily runs.
+Learning curve is not as steep as many other roguelikes.
+No cheap deaths.

Cons:
-Probaby best in 1-2 hour play sessions maximum (like any coffee break game).

Totally worth full price IMO. I will get a lot of mileage out of this, plus there is more to come a la Early Access.
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